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Background

District Affiliation

UPLIFT EDUCATION

CD #: 057803
Region: 10 
Mailing Address (Line 1): 1825 MARKET CENTER BLVD STE 500 
Mailing Address (Line 2): 
City, State, Zip: DALLAS, TX 75207
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School Affiliation

UPLIFT WILLIAMS PREPARATORY H S

CDC #: 057-803-004
Region: 
Mailing Address (Line 1): 1825 MARKET CENTER BLVD STE 500 
Mailing Address (Line 2): 
City, State, Zip: DALLAS, TX 75207
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Academy Information

T-STEM Academy Name: 
UPLIFT WILLIAMS PREPARATORY H S

Are you currently in the 2018-2019 planning year or are a 2018-2019 planning grantee?

No

What grade level range will your academy serve in the 2019-2020 school year? 
9-12

Grade Level Number of Students School / CDC # Where Students are Enrolled

9 165 UPLIFT WILLIAMS PREPARATORY H S (057803004)

10 157 UPLIFT WILLIAMS PREPARATORY H S (057803004)

11 145 UPLIFT WILLIAMS PREPARATORY H S (057803004)

12 125 UPLIFT WILLIAMS PREPARATORY H S (057803004)
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Contacts

Superintendent

Job Title: Chief Executive Officer 
Full Name: Mrs. Yasmin Bhatia 
Email: ybhatia@uplifteducation.org 
Phone Number: 469-621-8500

Applicant

Job Title: STEM Coordinator 
Full Name: Mr. Matthew King 
Email: mking@uplifteducation.org 
Phone Number: 214-276-0352

IHE Liaison

Affiliation: El Centro College 
Job Title: College President 
Full Name: Dr. Jose Adames 
Email: Jose.Adames@dcccd.edu 
Phone Number: 214-860-2010

IHE Liaison

Affiliation: UT Southwestern Medical Center 
Job Title: Associate Dean Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences 
Full Name: Dr. Stuart Ravnik 
Email: stuart.ravnik@utsouthwestern.edu 
Phone Number: 214-648-0733

Business Partner

Affiliation: Nature Nate’s 
Job Title: VP of Marketing 
Full Name: Mrs. Becca May 
Email: Becca.May@naturenates.com 
Phone Number: 214-563-3347
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Narratives

Model Implementation

Which T-STEM model does the district intend to implement at this time? Within these models, there
are variations. For this purpose campus is defined as a CDC number not a physical location.

Stand Alone Academy - All students on the campus are enrolled in the T-STEM academy

Endorsements

Identify the current endorsements that are offered:

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
Business and Industry
Arts and Humanities
Multi-disciplinary Studies
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Certificates

Does this academy offer Associate Degrees to students?

No
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TSIA

Does this academy administer the TSIA exam?

No
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Key Elements for Success

Provide a link to the job description, roles of design team, leadership team, and advisory board.

https://www.uplifteducation.org/Page/15899

Provide a link to the final, signed, and executed MOU.

https://www.uplifteducation.org/Page/15899

Provide a link to the academy's master schedules.

https://www.uplifteducation.org/Page/15899

Provide a link to the academy's written admission policy and enrollment application.

https://www.uplifteducation.org/Page/15899

Provide a link to the academy's written recruitment plan including a timeline of recruitment and
enrollment events, and recruitment materials for distribution at feeder schools and other
appropriate locations in the community

https://www.uplifteducation.org/Page/15899

Provide a link to the academy's internship and externship opportunities.

https://www.uplifteducation.org/Page/15899
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Free-Response

Describe how the Academy will recruit, support, and retain highly qualified teachers.

Williams Preparatory recruits highly qualified teachers through the network level recruitment
department and our partnership with Urban Teachers, Relay, TFA, and Harvard Education. Through
these partnerships Williams Preparatory is able to provide highly effective educators who are
committed to equality and inclusivity. Leadership is shared on the campus level, a second tiered design
allows leaders to be developed organically through formal and informal leadership. Campus practices
are continually monitored through Gallup surveys, from the top down, so growth can be assessed and
addressed to improve scholar performance and teaching practices. Teachers are supported at the
campus level through weekly PLC meetings during common planning periods, monthly campus
professional development, quarterly 6-12 alignment meeting, mentoring teacher programs, virtual
round tables and collaboration days with content specific colleagues across the network. PLCs are
used to align curriculum, create interdisciplinary units, and promote the introduction of project based
learning through all content areas. Monthly campus professional development sessions give teachers
the opportunity to meet as a whole to discuss trends within the school, review data, and conduct
breakout groups tailored to specific areas that pertain to the desire subject. Veteran teacher’s
pedagogy is highlighted during these breakout sessions, where teachers lead sessions and help
support our growing staff. Quarterly 6-12 meeting allow teachers to align curriculum, ensuring scholars
have the skills needed to succeed in advanced classes. Entering teachers are assigned a mentor
teacher who support them with curriculum and the implementation of lesson plans and PBL unit plans.
Virtual rounds tables are conducted, through Skype, once a month with content colleagues across the
network. Virtual round tables give teachers the chance to norm practices, receive feedback on lessons,
and review upcoming common projects and network events. Network wide collaboration days are
scheduled once a semester and allow teachers across the network to meet face-to-face, partaking in
content specific professional development. Williams Preparatory retains qualified teachers by offering
incentive pay raises, based on scholar and teacher performance, stipends for areas on high needs,
highly competitive tenure based pay raises, shared leadership through second tier decision making,
and tenure based professional development stipends. All teachers receive IB professional
development and opportunities are given yearly for in-state and out-of-state content specific
conferences and workshops, which helps to ensure staff are continuing to grow and improve their skills
and knowledge.
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Describe the current STEM pathways available at the academy.

At Williams Preparatory we offer all scholars four different pathways to earn the STEM endorsement.
The pathways available to our scholars are: mathematics, science, CTE, and combination. Scholars
seeking the STEM endorsement through the mathematics pathway will take Algebra 1, Geometry,
Algebra II and an additional two advanced mathematics courses from the following: AP Statistics, IB
Mathematical Studies Standard Level, and IB Mathematics SL. Scholars seeking the STEM
endorsement through the science pathway will take Biology, Chemistry, Pre-AP Physics, and an
additional two advanced science courses from the following: IB Biology, IB Environmental Systems and
Societies, and IB Design Technology. Scholars seeking the STEM endorsement through the CTE
pathway will earn credit in four CTE courses from the STEM CTE Cluster (Engineering track or AV track)
and one must be an advanced level CTE Course (IB Design Technology or IB Film). Scholars seeking the
STEM endorsement through the combination pathway will take Algebra II, Chemistry, Pre-AP Physics
and three additional credits from any of the possible pathways. 

• Option 1: Math 
Take Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II AND 2 advanced Math courses: 
o AP Statistics
o IB Mathematical Studies Standard Level 
o IB Mathematics SL 

• Option 2: Science 
Take Biology, Chemistry, Pre-AP Physics and 2 advanced Science courses: 
o IB Biology IB Design Technology 
o IB Environmental Systems and Societies
o IB Design Technology

• Option 3: CTE 
Earn 4 CTE credits from the STEM CTE Cluster (1 must be an advanced level CTE course) 

• Option 4: Combination 
Take Algebra II, Chemistry, Pre-AP Physics AND 3 additional credits from Options 1-3
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Describe how strategic alliances with industry partners and IHEs will support the Academy. The
description should include details regarding the role of each IHE, business, and/or community
partnership; along with parent/family partnerships and communication conventions with the
Academy.

Williams Preparatory strategic alliances, with UT South Western Medical Center, CP& Y Engineering
Firm, Nature Nate's, and El Centro College, we are able to offer scholars the opportunity to interact
with professionals, conduct field experiences, and earn college credit through dual credit classes. UT
Southwestern gives scholars the opportunity to interact with Biomedical Engineers, receiving a hands-
on experience with professionals. Scholars are exposed to engineers using the scientific method and
DNA experimentation. CP&Y scholars have the opportunity to see Civil Engineers in a professional
setting, use industry standard equipment and software, see how the design process is used during
team meetings, and participate in mock interviews. This interaction carries over into the school
engineering pathway, where scholars go through the design process and create tangible products that
are displayed and sold within the school and in the community. Nature Nate’s facility showcases the
eco-friendly cultivation of local honey. Scholars are taken through the process of how to harvest honey
from bee boxes, refine honey, and prepare for bottling. Scholars are then shown the specially designed
machines that are used to increase production within the bottling process. Scholars use these
experiences to help direct their designs when solving problems with the engineering pathway and
gives them ideas for their own manufacturing process when creating one off products. El Centro
College’s partnership with Williams Preparatory allows scholars to earn college credit within the Audio
Visual pathway, exposing them to college curriculum, ultimately preparing them for the transition from
high school to college while reducing the number of classes required to earn a Bachelor’s Degree.
Williams is considering expanding the number of classes offered as dual credit to include, Professional
Communications, Project Based Research, and Statistics, giving scholars a broader range of classes
that would count towards their major when entering college. Our community outreach program
includes the Williams Foundation’s Women of Williams (WOW) and Gentlemen Reaching Out for
Williams (GROW), where scholars interact with professionals within the community and gain important
skills including, resume creation, interviewing skills, and networking. Insperity’s partnership with
Williams Preparatory, an HR firm, trains scholars on professional expectations in a professional work
setting. They offer a select number of 20 – 30 hour internships, where they shadow HR personnel
within local companies. Freeman Company is a leading global provider of brand experiences, providing
marketing collaboration and logistical support for STEM events. The Volunteer in Partnership (VIP) is
Williams Preparatory parent partnership, they collaborating with leadership to aid in organization and
logistics of events, 11th grade ACT/SAT tutoring program, monthly events, teacher appreciation, and
other general assistance.
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Describe the Academy's work-based and contextual learning in the curriculum.

Williams Preparatory offers both work-based and contextual learning by providing internships with
community partners, in-house departments, and within curriculum through PBL units. The Williams
Foundation offers scholars the opportunity to attend networking events consisting of community
leaders, business owners, and high education representatives. Williams Student Instructional
Leadership Team (SILT) was created to give scholars the opportunity to become campus leaders
during the intervention period. Scholars are trained, during the summer, on instructional best practices
and the identification of gaps within learning. These skills are then used in scholar run intervention
periods, helping underclassmen master content and prep for EOC / TSI / ACT / SAT. Uplift Education
IT Department has partnered with Williams Preparatory to create a student lead IT department on
campus, where scholars shadow IT professional during summer internships, gaining on the job training
within the IT field. These skills are then used to run the campus level student IT group, responding to
technical issues reported by staff and scholars, repairing our 1:1 chrome book initiative, troubleshooting
networking problems, and general repair of computer equipment across the network. Scholars
enrolled in science classes are exposed to professional speakers multiple times throughout the year
and participate in interactive lecture on topics such as disease prevention through gene manipulation,
the role of an epidemiologist, and gene typing. Nepris is used to connect teachers and students with
industry experts, virtually without having to leave the classroom. This provides an effective way to
introduce scholars to experts and companies, increasing engagement and inspire scholars to explore a
career in STEM. Williams Preparatory has implemented the goal of one PBL unit and one Socratic
seminar implemented with classrooms to promote contextual learning so scholars are able to
construct meaning based on their own experiences. Project Based Learning is conducted throughout
classes in the form of projects, which require scholar to acquire deeper knowledge by activity
exploring real-world challenges and problems. Projects include the creation of cardboard chairs in
engineering, marketing promotional videos for incoming 9th graders created in audio visual, scale
models with working electrical circuits in physics, community gentrification research project in English,
and self-driven project exploration and creation in project based learning.
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Describe the STEM-focused extracurricular activities (field experiences, clubs, and competitions)
offered to students.

One of the main objectives at Williams Preparatory is to provide scholars with experiences that
resemble real-work scenarios; our teachers treat our scholars as teams of professionals that work
together to create products for customers. STEM-focused extracurricular activities push scholars to act
as members of industry, who design applicable products for the real world. Field trips for scholars are
conducted within the community and our partners: UT South Western Medical Center, Local
Engineering Firm, such as CP&Y and Fluor, and Nature Nate's. At UT Southwestern, scholars are given
the opportunity to interact with Biomedical Engineers, receiving a hands-on experience with
professionals. Scholars are exposed to engineers using the scientific method and DNA
experimentation. CP&Y offers scholars the opportunity to see Civil Engineers in a professional setting,
use industry standard equipment and software, see how the design process is used during team
meetings, and participate in mock interviews. Nature Nate’s facility showcases the eco-friendly
cultivation of local honey. Scholars are taken through the process of how to harvest honey from bee
boxes, refine honey, and prepare for bottling. Scholars are then shown the specially designed
machines that are used to increase production within the bottling process. Williams Preparatory also
has a monthly STEAM club, where scholars are able to experiment with cutting edge technology, such
as virtual reality / augmented reality, drone piloting, 3D scanning, molding, and printing and VEX and
LEGO robotics. Engineers from local businesses come to talk to scholars about possible career paths,
giving them a better understanding of what it takes to become an engineer, both through college and
work experiences. Scholars who are interested in robotics and engineering design are offered the
opportunity to compete in intermural competitions with their peers at other Uplift Schools. Robotics
competitions showcase scholar’s ingenuity and drive to create something from scratch while improving
their communication and team building skills. The engineering design competitions take scholars
through the design process: brainstorming, prototyping, construction and revision, and marketing.
Scholars enrolled in science classes are exposed to professional speakers multiple times throughout
the year and participate in interactive lecture on topics such as disease prevention through gene
manipulation, the role of an epidemiologist, and gene typing. Uplifted Education conducts a yearly
network wide Science Fair for all scholars enrolled in science classes, offering scholars the opportunity
to showcase their experiments and present in an academic setting. Williams Preparatory STEM
summer bridge program introduces entering 9th grade scholars to STEM by educating parents /
scholars on the professionalism needed to be an active participant in the William STEM academy. This
allows scholars to explore the different pathways offered within STEM. The hands on approach,
through equipment and software exploration, helps them choose the path that better suits their
strengths. This exposure generates buzz for the upcoming year and encourages them to think about
college and possible careers.
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